Grade 4 Daily Schedule - Thursday 28th May
Daily Zoom Check In - 9.15am - 9.45am
Refer to your Google Classroom for your class Zoom link
and password

Time
9.45

Subject
Reading

Focus children and Topics
Focus children ● Focus children chat
● Daily schedule
● Any questions?

Learning Intention and Tuning in
Watch the videoon explaining your
Choice Board activities.

Activity
Read to self for 15 minutes.
Choose an activity from the Choice Board and
complete this in your Reader’s Notebook.
**Remember to choose a different activity from
yesterday!

10.30

Writing

LI: We are learning to use
paragraphs

FREE WRITE DAY :) (NON FICTION!)
You have a choice to complete a free write today!
Only 4 rules
1. Pick a topic you can write a nonfiction
piece about
2. Try to use paragraphs with topic sentences
3. Try to include interesting sentence
openers, different sentences or anything
else in your writing - DO IT!
4. Try your best :)

11.00
11.30

Recess - eat snack and play/rest
Number

LI: We are learning about
subtraction
- I can use subtraction
strategies to solve worded
problems

*Do not copy out the written part, just show your
working and the answer in your maths book

Energiser (2 minutes):
1. Roll your dice and write the
number in your maths book
2. Double the number
3. In your head, take 5 away from
the number

1. 
Sally has 4,523 Pokemon cards. Sandy bought
2,645 of Sally's Pokemon cards. How many
Pokemon cards does Sally have now?

→ If you need to, re watch the
video from Monday’s maths lesson
on 
vertical subtraction

Use 
vertical subtractionto solve the below worded
problems:

2.Keith had $50,211 in his bank account. He spent
$20,352 on a new car. How much does he have
now?
Use the 
jump strategyto solve the below worded
problems:

1.Tom decided to sell all of his old books. He
→ If you need to, re watch the
video from Tuesday’s maths lesson gathered up 855 books to sell. He sold 342 books in
a yard sale. How many books does Tom now have?
on subtraction (jump strategy)
2.Nancy grew 478 watermelons, but the rabbits
ate 217 watermelons.How many watermelons

does Nancy have left?
12.00

Spelling/
Grammar

LI: We are learning about
grammar

Warm up
Watch the 10 minute video on 
Pronouns
.

SC:I understand the difference
between personal and possessive
pronouns

Task 1
Copy out three sentences from the book that you
are reading. Circle all the pronouns.

Note:
Task 2
Pronouns take the place of nouns
. Complete theworksheet on pronouns.
We do this to avoid repetition when
we write or speak.
Change the words in bold print to suitable
pronouns
Personal Pronounsare used in
Write above the word in bold print.
place of persons or things. T
hese
are:I/ you/ he/ she/ it/ we/ you/
they

A personal Pronouncan be in the
objective case and these are: me
/you/ him/ her/ it/ us/ you/them
Possessive pronounsshow
ownership. T
hese are:mine/ yours/
his/ hers/ its/ ours/ yours/ theirs
12.30

Lunch - eat lunch and play/rest

1.45

Specialists

Pick your specialist subject:
● Spanish
● Physical Education
● Science
● Digitech
● Music

Go to the L
yndhurst At Home Learning huband
select an activity from the relevant specialist
matrix.

2.45

Free play

Your choice!
● Pick an activity from Mrs Vorster’s List of FUN THINGS TO DO!
● Pick an activity from Mrs Smith’s list of 
mindfulness ideas
● Pick a D
esign Challenge

